Governance and architecture – looking ahead to day 2
2017-11-28
A reminder of broad goals

- Building bridges where necessary, improving them where they exist
- Between infrastructures, between domains, between levels of provision (local, national, European, global)
- ... horizontally and vertically
- Evidence of success in attendance patterns at sessions today & tomorrow
Evidence from session attendance – mixing of groups

Taking those who attended research infrastructure session:
- They make up 58% of soap box on service providers, RIs
- 64% of soap box on intermediaries, libraries
- 65% of soap box on government, funders, industry
- 67% of those in skills session
- 61% of those in interoperability & FAIR session

This story continues across the analysis.
A summary of outputs from today’s sessions

Relationship of governance to architecture
  Ambitions
  Challenges
  Opportunities

The nature of commission support for EOSC implementation

Architecture – a ‘system of systems’
More chances to see posters on demonstrators

- Examples – TEXTCROWD; EPOS/VERCE virtual earthquake & computational earth science

Parallel morning interactive sessions:
- Architecture
- Policy
- Sustainability

Parallel afternoon interactive sessions:
- Principles of engagement
- Portfolio management
- Governance – advisory forum

Wrap-up; calls to action; cocktails